Introduction

Roughness and envelope coherence: within-and cross-channel cues
Auditory roughness arises when rapid beats can be perceived 1 . It is considered to be linked to the amount of amplitude fluctuation within a given auditory filter, around a "roughest" modulation frequency of 70 Hz 2 . The way roughness builds up if sounds have energy spread over a large frequency region is unclear. When two sinusoidally amplitude-modulated (SAM) tones with different carrier frequencies but a same modulation frequency are added, conditions with "co-phasic" envelopes are rougher than those with "anti-phasic" envelopes 2 . This could be accounted for by cross-channel comparisons of envelope coherence.
However, in places where the two SAM tones can interact along the basilar membrane, the resulting envelope in the anti-phasic conditions will be almost flat. The difference between co-and anti-phasic modulations could then be explained by within-channel cues only 3 . Some limited cross-channel processing had to be introduced in models in order to reproduce the low roughness of wide-band noise 3, 4 , but the hypothesised mechanism has not been directly tested. New stimuli were designed to address this issue.
The stimuli were derived from SAM-tones by introducing a time-jitter in their envelope on a period-to-period basis. A jAM tone can be described by its average modulation frequency f m , its centre frequency f c , its amount of jitter (that controls the bandwidth), and its modulation depth m (that precisely sets the envelope rms value). All jAM tones with a same set of parameters should thus produce exactly the same roughness. It is however possible to obtain incoherent envelopes within a set of parameters by using different random samples for the jitter. Two jAM tones can then be added, without producing as important within-channel cues as anti-phasic SAM-tones. 
Experiment
Method
Each stimulus consists of the addition of two jAM tones withf m = 50 Hz and m = 0.7. The maximum amount of envelope period jitter was such that the range of possible frequencies for each period was between 33 and 100 Hz. One of the tones had a carrier of 4000 Hz and the second carrier took values between 4233 Hz and 9772 Hz. Values of the frequency difference between carriers were∆ f = [1/2, 1, 2, 4, 8] on the ERB-rate scale. For half of the conditions, both jAM tones had the same envelope ("coherent"). For the other half of the conditions, two different random samples were used to compute the envelope jitter ("incoherent"). In this latter case, the correlation between envelopes was close to 0. Paired comparisons were used to collect roughness judgements. The experimental procedure and analysis methods have been described elsewhere 5 . Fifteen subjects took part in the experiment.
Results
The shape of the relative roughness values shown in Figure 1 is rather complex. For the purpose of the present paper, we will only focus on the "coherence effect" (the roughness difference between coherent and incoherent conditions). Overall,coherent envelopes yielded more roughness than the incoherent ones. This effect is low for a frequency separation of ∆ f = 1/2 ERB, increases to a maximum at 4 ERB and then decreases but is still present at 8 ERB. 
Comparison of computational summation methods
Let us consider the way classic models of roughness would handle the stimuli. The signals would first be decomposed into i frequency channels and partial roughnesses r i would be computed 2,3,4 . The next step is then to combine the partial roughnesses.
A straight-forward method is to add up the partial roughnesses across channels:
Although this method is surely wrong (because of the excessive roughness it would predict for white noise), it describes the overall influence of within-channel cues. A second method takes into account the correlation between the envelopes on which the roughness estimation is based 3, 4 . Roughnesses in adjacent channels only add up if their envelopes are correlated:
2 r i . Finally, all possible pairs of channels can be considered and roughness in any two channels only add up if the corresponding envelopes are correlated:
The prediction of these algorithms are displayed in Figure 2 , using a common front end to compute the partial roughnesses. The method RA only predicts a coherence effect if the excitation pattern of the sounds overlap. This is in clear opposition with the experimental results. For the same reasons, the method RB also fails, as it predicts an effect only if adjacent channels are involved. The last method is the only one to produce the correct trend, although the effect is systematically over-estimated to a substantial degree. It predicts a coherence effect proportional to the number of incoherent channels. As ∆ f increases, this number first increases as the two jAM tones become separately resolved, and the coherence effect gets bigger. When the jAM tones do not overlap anymore, the number of incoherent channels decreases as the auditory filters widen in the frequency region of the higher jAM tone, and the coherence effect diminishes. This is in line with the experiment.
Discussion
The roughness of complex sounds not only depends on the partial roughnesses in different frequency regions but also on the coherence between the modulations present in these regions: incoherent modulations are less efficient than coherent ones. In the experiment we presented, this effect was clearly the result of cross-channel cues as it was small for small ∆ f where potential within-channel cues were maximal, and remained significant for large ∆ f where within-channel cues would be negligible.
Computational simulations indicated that a simple correlation between envelopes across all channels could qualitatively account for the trend in the results. However, we do not wish to imply that the auditory system performs such a correlation. Firstly, the same kind of effect could be achieved by some kind of cancellation across channels. Secondly, the coherence effect observed for a complex-sound attribute such as roughness could reflect the simultaneous action of cross-channel mechanisms of various kinds 6 . Finally, we only focused on one aspect of the data in this paper. There are actually other questions raised by the complex evolution of roughness with ∆ f and by measures made at ∆ f = 0. Some of these issues are currently being investigated and they point to the need for a revision of the current "within-channel" roughness models before proceeding any further in trying to quantitatively adjust the cross-channel combination algorithm. [Work supported by the Fyssen Foundation.]
